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Introduction
Millions of dogs are admitted into United States animal shelters each year (American
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals [ASPCA], 2012). Sixty percent of these dogs
are euthanized, fifteen to twenty percent are returned to caregivers, and the remaining dogs are
adopted into new homes (ASPCA, 2012). The “No Kill” movement in the united states presents
a new and growing humane effort to end the practice of euthanasia for purposes of space
restraint, presenting a new model of animal shelter operation (Winograd, 2009). No-kill shelters,
defined as shelters euthanizing only for reasons of critical health or behavior issues, differ from
“traditional” shelter policy which euthanize animals because of space limitations in addition to
other reasons (Brown, Davidson, & Zuefle, 2013). No-kill are less common in the United States
than traditional shelters, and despite only emerging as a movement in the 1990’s the prevalence
of the no kill movement is attributed to the massive decline in shelter animals euthanized each
year (Brown, Davidson, & Zuefle, 2013; Winograd, 2009). Once admitted to a no kill shelter,
animals could remain for extended periods of time until they are adopted and the average length
of stay is greater than that of traditional shelters (Brown, Davidson, & Zuefle, 2013). This study
examines the connection between the length of time dogs are exposed to the shelter environment
to the animals’ displayed behavior. This research is the investigation of the observed
phenomenon by a Southern California no-kill animal shelter in which dogs broadly display
increasingly reactive behavior toward other dogs, shelter visitors, and or shelter animal
caregivers as their duration of stay increases. The appearance of this phenomenon is cause for
concern for the mental health and wellbeing of dogs subject to longer lengths of stay like that
seen in no kill shelters.

Literature Review
In a review of academic sources, a paper co-authored by researchers Jacqueline Stephen
and Rebecca Ledger finds that “prolonged exposure to kennels may prevent a dog from engaging
in species specific behaviors (interactions with people and other dogs) that promote well being
and may result in experiencing frustration in the longterm” (Stephen, & ledger, 2005). Similar
studies find evidence of stress, a biological response to change in environment as a major
component of shelter dog reaction to the kennel environment. Stress implies the presence of
“threat to which the body needs to adjust”(Part et al. 2014;7:55-57) which results in behavioral
and physiological changes (Part et al.2014 ). The Admittance of a dog to an animal shelter has
been found to cause an immediate increase to the animals levels of cortisol (a glucocorticoid
hormone released in response to stress) and increased rates of stress indicating behavior
(Hennessy et al.1997). These behavior changes often lead to increased reactivity of shelter dogs
to stimulation from their environment (Part et al. 2014). This increase in reactivity is seen
through a prevalence of undesirable behavior such as such as barking, hiding or lunging at the
kennel door upon being approached, snarling, or growling (Part et al.2014) (Hennessy et
al.1997).
In the a foundational study led by Dr.Michel B. Hennessy which found that exposure to
the shelter environment causes stress, the study also found that levels of blood corsitorol in dogs
return to a constant baseline on average after three days in the shelter (Hennessy et al.,1997). The
Hennessy study’s the longest observation lasted 38 days and was included in a more general
statistic for dogs which spent more than ten days in the environment (Hennessy et al. 1997).
Previous investigations into the effect of the shelter environment on dogs that have included

additional analysis on more prolonged exposure appear to contradict the observed phenomenon
which initiated this study. The decrease in hormone levels was explained to be the adjusted
response to a stressful environment from the animals’ HPA-axis (a system responding to stress
involving the interactions of the Hypothalamus, Pituitary gland, and Adrenal gland),as
investigated by both Hennessy’s 1997 paper and a review by prominent animal behavioral
psychologist and researcher Alexandra Protopopova. In Protopova’s study highlights a
complication in interpreting cortisol is the difference between acute and chronic stress response,
acute response being evidenced by a spike in cortisol levels before returning to basal levels,
similar to what Henessy describes in his study, while chronic response is more complicated,
involving an immunological suppression and dysregulation of the HPA-axis in the form of an
initial heightened level of cortisol followed by hypocortisolism in which levels remain low even
when under stress (Protopopova 2016;Hennessy et al 1997). Because of the complication
described in the Protopopova paper, results from cortisol based evaluations of stress are less
reliable for animals which have been in the kennel environment for extended periods of time,
such as those looked at in this study due to difficulty determining whether cortisol levels are low
due to an absence of stress, of the animal become adjusted, or the animal’s HPA-axis is entering
this described state of “exhaustion” (Protopopova 2016). As discussed both in the Hennessy
study and the Protopopova review this deregularization of the stress response system in animals
is linked to the development of a number of psychological and physiological disorders, as such
this suppression of the HPA-axis is a likely factor in behavioral developments in dogs exposed to
the stressors of the shelter system for extended periods of time.

Uncertainties of cortisol based test for the reason of HPA-axis deregularization has led
since to the appearance of behavior based tests to reflect stress in dogs (Part et al., 2014). Such
tests are based on observations of behavior displayed by dogs in a kennel compared to behavior
typically displayed when a dog is under-stress, this is the procedure used in this study (Arhant &
Troxler, 2014).This method of behavioral observation has been chosen for the purpose of this
study as a more relevant and available method of measurement of animal stress and its effects.
Further studies have found correlation in behavior to length of stay show in research by
Dr. Protopopova into the behavior of a shelter dog has on length of stay in the shelter, which
found that responsive (approaching the front of the kennel without reactive aggressiveness)
behavior from a dog is preferred by adopters to reactive behavior (trying to create distance by
ways such as growling, lunging at kennel door, or hiding from human approach) in the sampled
florida traditional shelter, showing that dogs which in general displayed responsive behavior had
shorter stays while more reactive dogs would be in the kennel longer (Protopopova et al. 2014).
A study by Stephen and Ledger found that the dogs were found to spend more time hiding out of
view and were less responsive to external social stimuli with time spent at the shelter, showing a
link between longer time spent in the shelter to a display of undesirable behaviors (Stephen &
Ledger,2005). The importance of research into the adoption preferences of shelter visitors to this
study is that it highlights impact negative behavioral development may have on dog welfare, as
that the findings that longer length of stay leads to development of behavioral issues which then,
as shown in the above research, leads to longer length of stay.
The Stressors which contribute to a shelter dog’s heightened cortisol levels are derived
from a variety of factors, present on the kennel environment. As predicted by the Hennessy

study, such factors include social isolation in the case of domestic dogs becoming impounded to
a shelter, separation anxiety from previous owners or companions of an animal prior to
impoundment, as well as new, exciting stimulus from not only a dogs new physical surroundings,
but also exposure to new animals, unfamiliar noise, and the disruption of familiar routines
through the schedule a shelter subjects an animal to (Hennessy et al. 1997). The prevalence of
these factors in shelters are linked to poor welfare (Kiddie et al 2015) and has such poor welfare
is found to lead to behavioral changes reflecting stress (Protopopova 2016). The noise typical in
kennels housing large dogs is observed to regularly exceed 100 dB and the noise level OSHA
regulation for workers (Coppola et al. 2006) The effect of noise on shelter dog welfare was
investigated also in a study by Sales et al., both of these noise related studies finding that, though
not all stress-induced elevations in cortisol are due to noise levels, they are a contributing factor.
Smell, another cited factor in the Hennessy study is shown to have an effect on animal behavior
in a study by Graham et al. the study uses smell as enrichment and elimination of typical shelter
order and observes an increase of calm behavior to dogs subject to smells of herbs or fragrances
as opposed to normal shelter smell (Graham et al. 2005). Other factors which may contribute to
behavioral changes in dogs at the animal shelter is the use of sterilization in impounded dogs, a
study by Dr. Duffy found that dogs which are spayed or neutered in the kennel display more dog
directed aggression or fear (N=672>N=247), more barking (n=373/695>n=298/373), and more
non social fear (n=709/603>n=267/328) than non neutered dogs as according to the MannWhitney U Canine Behavioral Assessment and Research Questionnaire (Duffy & Serpell 2006)
Past studies are often conducted on samples with relatively short period of exposure to
the kennel environment (Arhant & Troxler 2014). This study seeks to fills that gap by including

subjects across a very long range of length of stray. The difference in average length of stay
between kill and no-kill shelters was analyzed in a study by Brown, looking into the effects of
phenotypic characteristics on a dog's length of stay at no-kill animal shelters. Brown found that
The length of stay of dogs in no kill shelters averaged nearly 8 times as long compared to the
length of stay of dogs in traditional shelters (Brown, Davidson, & Zuefle 2013). The results of
the Brown study highlight an additional insight this research may reflect, with the longer length
of stay associated with no-kill shelters there is special reason to investigate the effects this longer
length of stay may have on these animals, giving added relevance to this study investigating the
effect length of time spent in a shelter has on the development of antisocial or reactive behavior
in dogs at a no-kill shelter. Foundational texts also report a lack of information regarding the
onset of behavior relating to poor welfare in dogs housed in shelters for more than two weeks,
behavior and stress being used as primary indicators of welfare (Stephen, & Ledger, 2005).
Therefore, this study seeks to address the gaps of knowledge in stress and behavior displayed in
dogs exposed to the shelter environment for in many cases multiple years and is distinct from
other studies by its population of charity run non-kill shelter.
Methods and Material
The purpose of this study is to investigate the correlation between length of stay to
behavior of dogs impounded in no kill animal shelters. Factors of behavioral response, Time
since admitted, sex, bite history, returns, age, anxiety medication prescription, and response to
approach were used in comparisons and determined to be either influencing factors or alternative
indicators of length of stay and behavior. The determination of these factors as relevant to the
purpose of this study was informed by preliminary research or recommended for the study as

relevant factors to investigate by the shelter’s own dog behavior specialists who acted as
conulatory experts for this study (Brown, 2013; Clevenger & Kass, 2003; Duffy & Serpell, 2006;
Protopopova et al. 2014; Flannigan, Gerrard, & Dodman, 2001). The approach response factor
used in this study was gathered by use of an adapted method of the Arhant and Troxler study in
order to catalogue displayed behavior using an established method (Arhant & Troxler 2014). The
collected data for each subject is provided in this paper as appendix 1-3.
Sample
This study was conducted at a no-kill animal shelter in
suburban Los Angeles california. The target population of this study
were dogs in American animal shelters exposed to typical shelter
stressors for extended amounts of time (Arhant & Troxler, 2014).
No-kill shelters were chosen as the sample due to the longer time of
exposure to the shelter environment that a dog may experience.
The sample shelter has the capacity for 120 medium to large breed
dogs on the main adoption floor. The adoption floor of the shelter was
contained in the building’s courtyard and was organized in a line block
design (see fig 2) which limited visual, but not auditory, stimulation
from other shelter dogs. All kennels used in this study were comprised
of an outdoor area, (8 ft 9 in long x 4ft 1in wide and 7ft 1in in height)
Figure 1. Kennel. Source: J.W (student)

and a back indoor “cubby” (4ft long x 3ft in height) separated by a steel
guillotine door in cement wall. The kennels had cement sidewall with a

heavy metal cage door (see fig 3). The standard furnishings for each kennel includes a material dog
bed or blanket in the back cubby and a drinking fountain located in the front area of the kennel as
shown here in figure 1.

The entirety of the sample shelter’s population of dogs available for adoption on the main
adoption floor was used for the purposes of this study. Use of the only the main floor excludes
the shelter “small dogs” designated by the shelter to be any dog under 25 pounds, this exclusion
was done purposely to avoid the possible confounding variables that come from small dogs
different living conditions, as they are disproportionately enriched compared to those of larger
dogs and small dog kennels are shaped and cared for differently, and most often house multiple
dogs while larger breed kennels house typically just one dog.

Figure 2. Shelter Layout.
Source: Best Friends Animal
Society.
The layout of the shelter,
shown here is comprised of
rows of individual kennels
with a public walkway and
viewing area in front of the
kennels and a staff only alley
which ran between the back
cubbies of each numbered
kennel block. The central
two columns of eight
kennels between blocks 6
and 3 is the elevated small
dog “island” which was not
included in this study.

The large dog population of the shelter’s main floor is sorted into three groups by the
shelter: “All American” (dogs which phenotypically appear as predominantly pitbull), “Wise
Dogs” (dogs eight years old or older), and “Unique” (all other dogs which do not fall into the
previous two categories). The intended capacities of these three groups are 47.3%, 12.6%, and
40.1%, respectively.

Approach test
Dog behavior was measured using an approach based response test from the Arhant and
Troxler study in which an assistant tester approaches the gate to each subject’s kennel and
presents the back of their hand in order to elicit a response from the dog.
Procedures as set by the Arhant and Troxler study were put into place to minimise any
variation from the tester. The tester would calmly walk along the corridor and approached the
closed kennel door of the subject maintaining a distance of approximately 1 ½ feet from the
kennel door. They then raise their extended arm towards the kennel until the back of the hand is
just few inches away from the kennel door, presenting it to the subject. The experimenter
presented her hand to for five seconds, following the procedure from the Arhant and Trexler
2014 study. Eye contact, or otherwise provoking the dog was avoided during the entire test. The
assistant of each sample had had no previous interaction with any of the shelter animals in order
to eliminate any chance of bias response. An example of this procedure is seen in figure 3.

Figure 3. Demonstration of approach test. Source: J.W (student).
The approach based test being performed on the dog “Tori” who’s
reaction is non-responsive. The front of each kennel is a large iron
mesh gate through which full visibility is maintained. The gutter at
the feet of the tester marked a line from which distance of 1 ½ feet
was maintained for each kennel.

This procedure was performed three times each gathering a full census of the shelter
floor, the time of each recording was between the hours of 3 to 5pm on the days 12/2/17,
12/20/17, and 2/24/18. Dogs which were asleep or unavailable to the adoption floor were marked
as such and their observations were excluded from the measurements of the approach test’s
findings. For dogs which were available, their response to the approach test was recorded as one
of the following:
Non Responsive
Dogs that ignored the experimenter, avoiding looking at, moving toward
or otherwise acknowledging the person's’ presence, were categorized
“Non-Responsive”. The response category of dogs isa break away from the
aligned Arhant and Troxler method which grouped reactive and non responsive
behavior under the broader “non operative” category.

Figure 4 “Non-Responsive” response.
Source: J.W (student).

Responsive
A dog was categorized as “responsive” if the dog approached and
explored the experimenter. Frequently observed reactions were a dog
approaching and stopping at the kennel door or some distance short of the
door and sniffing in the direction of the experimenter or jumping up the kennel
door and trying to lick the hand. Dogs that approached and explored by
sniffing but barked or growled intermittently were included in the category
Figure 5 “Responsive” response.
Source: J.W (student).

“Responsive”.
Reactive
Finally dogs which displayed behaviours that were intended to increase the
distance to the experimenter such as attacks, hiding or uninterrupted barking
or growling at the experimenter were classified as “Reactive”.

Figure 6 “Reactive” response.
Source: J.W (student).

Additional Data Gathering
Other factors which influence or indicate dog’s length of stay or behavior were gathered
using recorded data sourced from the sample shelter’s own database of admitted dogs on an
online commercially available shelter management system “Petpoint”. After each sample was
taken a map of the shelter was recorded including all the names and identifiers of all dogs on the
shelter floor, using this catalogue the records for each dog present that day were found in the
database and relevant information was recorded with the dogs name and kennel number for each
sample (See Appendix 1-3). These factors were recorded for each dog regardless of whether they

were available for the approach test or not and used to compare between themselves, though such
data is ignored when comparing factors to the results of the approach test. Factors recorded this
way are as follows:
Length of stay- The length of stay was determined by the difference from the day a dog was
admitted into the shelter to the day the observation took place. This data was broken into groups
of increasing durations which are used to illustrate the distribution of stay duration. This factor is
divided into binary groups for simplified comparisons between similarly binary grouping of
other factors, in the case of length of stay these two groups are more than one year and less than
one year.
Number of returns - This factor is the sum of each subjects recorded returns after adoption by
shelter patrons. The gathered data for subjects regarding returns was then simplified into binary
groups for comparison with other factors, here these groups were “has been returned” and “has
not been returned”.
Sex- The gender of each dog was recorded for record of comparison to behavior and average
length of stay to identify possible correlation gender between behavior or duration of stay. The
policy of the sample shelter dictates that all dogs be sterilized before made available to adoption,
as such all recorded males have been neutered while all females have been spayed. This data was
sorted into the binary categories of “male” and “female” for comparison to other factors.

Age- The age of each animal is estimated by the shelter itself however is found to be rarely kept
up to date. In order to more accurately represent the age of each subject the difference between

the day of the observation and the subject’s estimated birthday (information listed on the dog’s
pet point record) is calculated and recorded in days and in years. The rage of recorded ages were
split into broad binary groups split between the estimated mean of the shelter dogs’ age, 5. These
dogs “younger than 5” and “older than 5” were then compared with other factors to determine
correlation.

Bite history- The bite history of each dog is a recorded factor kept by the shelter database which
lists whether or not a dog had bitten someone in the past. The shelter policy is defined that a
“bite” is any event in which a dog’s teeth break the skin of a person. A dog biting a human
results in immediate confinement of the animal for one week in a solitary kennel in the interior
of the shelter building. Bite history represents an obvious alternative indication of behavioral
issues in dogs and was compared to the results of other factors as “has bitten” or “has not bitten”.

Use of anxiety medication- The shelter database allows access into the medical records of each
dog sampled, using this each subject’s medical records were checked for prescription to one of
the forms of anxiety or mood controlling medications used by the shelter. These medications
include Gabapentin, a painkiller used to moderate anxiety in dogs, Trazodone, a medication used
in treatment of anxiety or behavioral disorders, Hydroxyzine, an antihistamine used in the
treatment of anxiety, and Fluoxetine, a selective serotonin reuptake inhibiting antidepressant
used to treat separation anxiety and obsessive compulsive behaviors in dogs. The gathered data
of this factor were broken into the broad binary groups “on medication” and “not on medication”
to be used in comparison to other factors.

Findings & Analysis
Comparison by Approach response
The purpose of this study was to investigate the observed phenomenon of lengthy duration of stay
in the shelter environment leading to the development of behavioral issues in a non-kill shelter. The three
observation samples’ results to the approach test were each compared between each samplings respective
subjects and each subjects involved factors of length of stay in the shelter as more or less than one year,
whether or not the subject had ever bitten a person, whether or not the subject was on anxiety medication,
the gender of the subject, whether or not the subject had been returned, and the age of the subject as older
or younger than five years. The tables below show of the results of each of the three observation samples
with each response group broken into the results of each of the binary factor groups, and lastly a chart
with the average results of the three observations.

Analysis of Length of stay compared to approach test
response
This study, observed subjects which have length of stays
in the shelter of more than one year (N=128) have a
significantly higher percentage of “Reactive” responses
(Less than a year= 8.61%, More than a year=21.09%)
than observed subjects with lengths of stay of less than
one year (N=151). The significant difference in
response between the two groups based on duration of
stay shows increased rates of behavior indicating poor
welfare and behavioral issues in dogs which have a
length of stay for a year or greater, supporting the
hypothesis and initial observed phenomenon that longer
length of stay leads to the development of behavioral
issues (Arhant & Troxler, 2014).
Analysis of Bite History compared to approach test
response
Comparing the response to the approach test to the bite
history of observed dogs reveals a significantly higher
percentage of dogs with a positive bite history (n=106)
than dogs with a negative bite history (173) to respond
reactively to the approach test (Has Not Bitten= 9.83%,
Has Bitten= 21.09%). This significant relationship
demonstrates a clear connection of reactive response on
the approach test to clear indications of behavioral issues
and serves to justify the assumption that a reactive
response to the approach test is reflective of problematic
behavior.. The signiffigance of observed subjects bite
history to the response of the approach test was shown to
be closely comparable to the distribution of responses to
length of stay, revealing a pattern of distribution among
certain factors which have shown to have significant
correlation of reactive responses.

Analysis of Bite History compared to Length of Stay
Comparison between Bite history and length of stay is
used as an alternative comparison of behavior and length
of stay, assuming bite history to be an indication of
behavioral issue as supported by preliminary sources
(Part et al. 2014). This Comparison finds significant
correlation between dogs with a positive bite record
(n=125) and a stay of over one year in the shelter (Less
than a year=24%, More than a Year=76%). Inversely the
comparison of negative bite records (n=203) to length of
stay finds that a vast majority stay for less than one year
(Less than a year=72.92%, More than a Year=28.08%).
The significance of this correlation shows that dogs
which have a history of biting are most likely to have
stayed in the shelter for an extended length of time.
Analysis of Anxiety medication compared to approach
test response
This study analysis finds no significance in the
relationship between approach test response and whether
a subject was prescribed medication for anxiety. The
most apparent explanation for this lack of a notable
correlation is the intended effect of the medication,
which would affect the mood and behavior of the subject
and thus alter the subjects response.

Analysis of Anxiety medication compared to approach
test response
Comparison between length of stay and use of
anxiety medication better measures behavior compared
to time as that the prescription of anxiety is itself an
indicator of shelter stress. By this comparison a clear
significant percentage of dogs on medication (n=116)
have a length of stay for one year or more (Less than a
year=40.52%, More than a Year=59.48%). This finding
support the original hypothesis of the study and links

longer length of stay to apparent behavioral or anxiety
disorders.
Analysis of Gender compared to approach test response
This study’s findings relating gender to reactability find
no significant relationship between response and the
gender of the observed dog. This lack of notable
correlation may be explained by the no-kill sample
shelter offering only neutered males and spayed females
as available on the adoption floor and thus for the
observations, meaning any hormonal influence which
may have influenced the response of dogs observed
would be greatly of not entirely eliminated.

Analysis of Returns compared to approach test response
While this study finds that most of the response groups
of reactive and responsive have insignificant
relationships between those returned and not returned,
there is a moderately significant correlation (Not
returned= 33.33%, Returned= 24.31%) between
non-responsive dogs and having no returns (n=135) over
non responsive dogs having been returned at least once
(n= 144).

Analysis of Returns compared to approach test response
Predictably the correlation of returns to
length of time in shelter was positive. For the dogs
which had been returned at least once (n=162) the
percentage of dogs whom had stayed for at least one
year was significantly greater (Less than a
year=38.27%, More than a Year=61.73)%). This rise on
rate of return between the one year divider has the
opposite effect on dogs without any history of biting
(n=162) significantly dropped (Less than a
year=68.67%, More than a Year=59.48%) showing a
strong relationship between return and longer stay

Analysis of Age compared to approach test
response
The Comparison of approach test results to
the age of observed dogs reveals no difference in
distribution between the two age groups, dogs
less than five years old (n=125) and dogs older
than 5 years old (n=154). The observed
distribution of possible approche A lack of
response trends to either broad age group
indicates that a range of behavioral patters exist
across all observed dogs and highlights the
impacts of other factors such as length of stay on
the result of the approach test.

Analysis of Age compared to Length of stay
Analysis of length of stay compared to the
age of subjects shows a significant difference in
dogs above the estimated mean age to their
recorded length of stay. Dogs older than 5 years
were approximately 40% more likely to have
experience a stay of more than one year e (Less
than a year=38.92%, More than a Year=61.05%).

Discussion
This study supports the observed phenomenon of dog’s length of stay correlating with
undesirable, and reactive behavior. This correlation was hypothesised to be the result, at least in
part, of selectivity of adopters against behavior displayed by dogs with a “reactive” response.
This information of poor behavior correlated to longer length of stay in the shelter highlights a
harmful effect

Noteworthy limitations of my study comes from the limited or estimated info used by the
shelter in some cases. The dogs age is often approximated by dental analysis, which can vary in
accuracy. Additionally, the length of stay was is recorded from each dogs first admittance,
meaning that of a dog was adopted and returned after less than thirty days, this length of time is
included in the dogs recorded length of stay, inflating the length of stay for some dogs. In
opposite effect, the sample shelter does not have access to the data of dogs from before they are
admitted, meaning that a dog's previous length of stay in other shelters may not be included in
the overall recorded length of stay for each dog. These limitations, though perhaps significant in
any analysis on any individual subject, are less impactful in the findings of this study due to the
clear trends set by large sampling groups.
Concluding, there is an overall clear correlation between extended stay in shelters and
problematic behavior, this may present a harmful loop, by which a long stay in a shelter leads to
adverse behavior which may, as indicated by research into influencing factors on length of stay,
lead to longer stays, leading to worse behavior, leading to longer stay, and so on.
This study suggests a serious welfare issue for dogs with long durations of stay in animal
shelters, an issue especially relevant today with the increasing rise of “no kill” movements across
the country.
For future research, I believe that further study may best be conducted by a closer long
term analysis though case study, and would benefit by looking into additional factors such as
enrichment, gender of tester, and dog reactivity to other dogs to better understand the effects of
long term kennel exposure.
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